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Assignments

Mendelian Genetics
Unit 3 focuses on transmission genetics — the study of traits that are passed on from one generation to the next. This field of study is also called Mendelian genetics after Gregor Mendel, an Austrian monk who developed the basic concepts of transmission genetics back in the mid-1800s. You will learn how and why offspring resemble one or the other parent (or both), why some traits skip generations, and we’ll discuss the genetics of blood types

Outcomes
After completing this unit, you should be able to: 
	Describe the principles of Mendelian genetics 

Compare different phenotypes based on genetic terminology 
Explain how genetic data analysis makes use of probability and statistics 
Apply the concepts of sex-linkage
	Predict outcomes from crosses using Punnett Squares 


What do you have to do in this unit?
Reading 
	Read Chapter 3,and Chapter 4.2 to 4.4 from the Textbook.
Watch the problem solving videos.
Complete the Learning Activity.
	Discussion 
	Discuss a question related to principles of Medelian Genetics.
30 points 
	Journal 
	Complete a Journal entry.
10 points 
	Seminar 
	Attend Seminar and discuss Medelian genetics.
15 points 
	Final Project 
	Submit Final Project Part 1 — Topic Selection.
10 points


The reading in this unit introduces you to the principles of Mendelian genetics. You will learn to predict the outcome of crosses using Punnett Squares. You will also study extensions of this principle, including incomplete dominance, codominance, and sex linkage.
Chapter Reading 
For this unit you will read: 
	Chapter 3: “Basic Principles of Heredity”

Chapter 4.2 to 4.4: “Extensions and Modifications of Basic Principles”
Videos 
Watch these problem solving videos:
	Genetic crosses involving multiple loci 
	Problem solving video: Monohybrid cross 
	Problem solving video: Dihybrid test cross 
	X linked inheritance 
	Problem solving video – X linked trait - colorblindness 

Learning Activity 
This week you will also be completing a learning activity that will help you review key concepts from this chapter. This will help prepare you for the Unit 4 Quiz and Exam 1.


The School of General Education’s Science Department Seminars are meant to be an interactive period between students and instructor – not a lecture period. 
In order to fully participate in Seminar be sure to prepare ahead of time by reviewing the provided materials. It is recommended that you create a Microsoft Word document that includes responses to the Seminar questions listed, as well as any questions you may have on the topic. These questions and comments can then be easily copied and pasted into the Seminar chat screen throughout our discussion. 
Be sure to respond to questions posed by your instructor and feel free to share your own thoughts, ideas, and questions related to the topic. It is important to participate throughout the hour. Your active participation helps to advance the discussion and allows your instructor to determine which areas warrant further exploration.
Complete one of the following options:
Option 1: Participate in a synchronous Seminar. The following questions will be discussed:
	A heterozygous red flower is crossed with a homozygous white flower. What will be the genotypes and phenotypes of the offspring? What ratios will they be found in?

In a cross between RR and rr what will be the proportion of heterozygotes in the F2 generation? 
If round seed is dominant to wrinkled seed and yellow is dominant to green, what will be the genotypes and phenotypes of the offspring if both parents are heterozygous for both traits?
How will the offspring change if the traits are codominant?
Common red-green color blindness is an X-linked trait. A woman whose father is color blind married a normal man and they have one son. What is the probability that he is color blind?
Having hairy ears is a Y linked trait. If hairy ears have a 50% penetrance, what is the probability that the son of a man with hairy ears will have hairy ears? 
Do you have or know anyone who has red-green color blindness? How has it impacted their life?
Two mothers give birth to sons at the same time at a busy hospital. The son of mother 1 has hemophilia, neither parent has the disorder. The son of mother 2 does not have hemophilia, but his father does. Several years later, couple 1 sues the hospital claiming the boys were switched at birth. If you were a genetic counselor called to testify in this case, what would you tell the court?
Option 2: It is highly recommended that you attend Seminar, however if you must miss Seminar you may complete option 2 by submitting your answers to this week’s Seminar questions. Be sure to show all of your work to receive full credit.
Submitting Your Assignment 
Save your copy of the assignment in a location and with a name that you will remember. Be sure to use the "Save As" option to include your first and last name in the title of the document. For example, your assignment might be called Shawn_Edwards_Seminar1.doc 
When you are ready to submit it, click on the Dropbox and complete the steps below:
	Click the link that says Submit an Assignment.

In the "Submit to Basket" menu, select Unit 3: Seminar 
In the "Comments" field, include at least the title of your paper.
Click the Add Attachments button.
Follow the steps listed to attach your Word document.
To view your graded work, come back to the Dropbox or go to the Gradebook after your instructor has evaluated it. Click the Dropbox to access it.
	Make sure that you save a copy of your submitted assignment.


About the Journal
In this class you will be submitting journal entries. These are short, reflective writing responses to selected topics that correspond with the unit. Your journal entry should be a minimum of 200 words, or about half a page, and may be written in the first person.
When you are ready, submit your journal entry to the “Journal” tab, located toward the top of your classroom, near Doc Sharing.
It will be beneficial for you to do your Journal early in the week. The process of reflection will prepare you for the Discussion and Seminar. 
Journal Topic 
For this week, consider this:
If you knew that an untreatable, devastating, late-onset, inherited disease runs in your family, in other words, a disease that does not appear until after age 40, and you could be tested for it at age 20, would you want to know whether you will develop the disease? Would your answer be likely to change when you reach age 40?


Final Project Part 1 — Topic Selection
In this part of the Final Project, you will:
	Select a topic for your Final Project 

Provide an initial summary of this topic
Topic Selection 
This is your opportunity to perform an in-depth study of a genetic topic. You are free to select any genetic topic that interests you. The only requirement is that your topic must be broad enough to apply concepts related to each of the four Course Learning Objectives:
Your topic must be broad enough to apply concepts to the following Course Outcomes:
	Explain the principles of heredity including Mendelian genetics, mitosis, meiosis, gene linkage, and the chromosomal basis of inheritance.

Elaborate the principles of molecular genetics including DNA structure and replication, transcription, translation, genomics, and genetic manipulations.
Apply the principles of genetic variation including mutation, DNA repair, population genetics, and multifactorial traits. 
Discuss bioethical issues in genetic analyses and manipulations.
Once you submit your topic, your instructor will provide feedback that will help you to further refine your topic so that you it is suitable for completing the Final Project.
Topic Summary 
Write an initial topic summary. Your summary should address the following questions:
	What is your topic?

Why did you choose this topic? 
What do you know about the genetic structures/processes that are involved in your topic?
Your summary should be 1/3 to 1/2 page in length using a 10-12 point font.
Your summary should be based on at least one literature source.
You should have complete APA formatted literature citation which includes:
	In-text citations where ever you use information obtained from a literature source.
A reference list at the end of your paper that provides complete source information.
	Put your responses in a Microsoft Word document. Save it in a location you will remember and with the proper naming convention: username-SC435-sectionX-Unit3FinalProjectPart1.doc. (Username is your Kaplan username, section is your course section, X is your course section number). When you are ready to submit it, go to the Dropbox and complete the steps below: 
	Click the link that says "Submit an Assignment.” 
In the "Submit to Basket" menu, select Unit 3: Final Project Part 1. 
In the "Comments" field, make sure to add at least the title of your paper. 
Click the "Add Attachments" button. 
Follow the steps listed to attach your Word document. 
To view your graded work, come back to the Dropbox or go to the Gradebook after your instructor has evaluated it. 
	Make sure that you save a copy of your submitted project. 


